
EQUICONTINUITY ON HARMONIC SPACES

CORNELIU CONSTANTINESCU

Dedicated to Professor KIYOSHI NOSHIRO on his 60th birthday

G. Mokobodzki proved [5] that on any harmonic space with countable basis

satisfying the axioms 1, 2, Γ+, KΌ [2] [1] any equally bounded set of harmonic

functions is equicontinuous. P. Loeb and B. Walsh showed [4] that the same

property holds on a harmonic space without countable basis, if Brelot's axiom

3 is fulfilled. The aim of this paper is to generalize these results to a har-

monic space X satisfying only the axioms 1, 2o, Kι, Π2] D] where 20 is a

weakened form of axiom 2. As a corollary we get.' if any point of X possesses

two open neighbourhoods U, V such that the set of harmonic functions on U

separates the points of U Π V, then X has locally a countable basis.

Throughout this paper Bourbaki's notations and terminology will be used.

1. Family of measures

Throughout this paragraph we shall denote by X, Y two compact spaces

and by (ωx)x<==x a family of (nonnegative) measures on Y such that for any

equally bounded upper directed family (/<)«=/ of Borel functions on Y the

function on X

x-+&vip\ftd<oχ

is continuous. We denote for any bounded Borel function / o n Y by / ' the

function on X

\fdωx.

It is a continuous function. We denote further for any measure / i o n l by μ*

t h e measure on Y

f-»\f'dμ
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For any bounded Borel function f on Y and any measure μ on X we have

LEMMA 1. There exists a countable set AaX such that for any nonnegative

bounded Borel function f on Y / ' vanishes on X if it vanishes on A.

Let us denote by ΊR the set of finite subsets of X and for any M e Ί51 by

JF M the set of Borel functions / on Y, 0 < / < l , such that / ' vanishes on M.

For any /, g e Jf M and any x e M we have

j supί/, g)dωx < ydωx -f jgdω% = 0.

Hence sup (/, g) <= J$ M and o^j/ is upper directed. It follows that the least

upper bound uM of the family (ff)/^^M is continuous. Since it vanishes on M

we deduce

inf uM(x) = 0

for any xeX. Hence there exists, by Dini's theorem, an increasing sequence

(Mn) in tyl such that

lim UMJX) = 0

for any xeX. We set

A = U M B .

Let / be a Borel function on Y, 0 ^ / < 1, such that / ' vanishes on A. f

belongs to J?M for any M. Hence for any x^X and any Me9tt

f'(x)^ujx).

It follows that / ' vanishes on X.

COROLLARY 1. There exists an atomic measure μ on X such that for any

measure v on X v1 is absolutely continuous with respect to μf.

Let μ be an atomic measure on X such that

μ({x))>0

for any * e A. Let v be an arbitrary measure on X and let / be a nonnegative
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bounded Borel function on Y such that

\fdιi = 0.

Then / ' vanishes on A and therefore on X and we get

THEOREM 1. Let *€ be the Banach space of real continuous functions on X

with the norm of uniform convergence, let <β be the set of Borel functions f on

Y such that I/I < 1 and let Jί1 be the set {/' |/e *£Γ). Jf* is compact with re-

spect to the weak topology of*'Ίg and any sequence in *§f' contains a convergent

subsequence {also with respect to the weak topology of *€).

Let / i b e a measure on X such that for any measure i ^ o n l ^ is absolutely

continuous with respect to μ'. Let for any measure v on X g» be a function

of JέΉμ'ϊ such that v' = g^μ'. The map φ of .^"(μ1) into <€ defined by

ψ(f)(x) =

is continuous with respect to the weak topology of *€ and the topology

o{J*r*{μ'\ Jf^μ')) of J*T*{μ') (i.e. the least fine topology on Jf~iμ') for

which all linear forms g-^^ghdμ1 ( A e l 1 ^ ' ) ) are continuous). Since L"(μ')

is the dual of Jsfι(μ') it follows that *β is quasi-compact with respect to the

topology σίJzf^iμ'), J^(μ')) of Jzfβ(/ι') (we used here an idea of Mokobodzki

[4]). Hence cβ"' = φ(<β~) is compact with respect to the weak topology of f̂.

The last assertion follows from Smulian Dieudonne-Schwartz theorem ([3] page

314) (we followed in this point P. Loeb and B. Walsh [4]).

THEOREM 2. Let X, Yt Z be compact spaces and (ω*)*ej {resp. (py)yey) be a

family of measures on Y (resp, on Z) such that for any equally bounded upper directed

family (/<)«=/ of Borel functions on Y (resp. on Z) the function on X (resp. on Y)

x-*&VLp\fidωx (resp. y->sup\fcdp?)

is continuous. Let & be the set of Borel functions g on Z such that \g\ < 1. The

set of functions on X

is compact with respect to the topology of uniform convergence on X.
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Let (gn) be a sequence of functions of ϊf. By the preceding theorem there

exists a subsequence (gnk) and a function g e *g such that

lira \gnkdpy=\gdι>y

for any jye Y. Let us denote for any natural number m by fι,m (resp. /2,m)

the function on Y

y -> inf \ ̂ nAi/py (resp. 3/ -* sup V

The sequence (/i.m) (resp. /2,m) is nondecreasing (resp. nonincreasing) and

converges to the function

Hence (/ί,m)m (resp. fim)m is a nondecreasing (resp. nonincreasing) sequence

of continuous functions on X converging to the continuous function

By Dini's theorem the convergence is uniform on X* Hence the sequence

(x-+ J (j gnkdρy)dωx(y) )*

converges uniformly on X to the function

2. Harmonic spaces

Let X be a locally compact space and .Jfr be a sheaf of real vector spaces

of real continuous functions on X.t More exactly this means that for any open

set U of X Jf/{ U) is a set of real continuous functions on £7, called harmonic

functions (on V) such that: a) if u, ve Jt/XU) and if a, β are real numbers

then αu 4- /?# e ^ ^ ( ί/) 6) if F is an open nonempty subset of the open set U,

then the restriction to V of any harmonic function on U is a harmonic function

on F; c) if (Uι)tf=ι is a family of open nonempty sets of X and if u is a real

function on U Ut such that its restriction to any Ut is a harmonic function on

ί/« then u is a harmonic function on U K . Let F be an open relatively compact
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set of X A family (ωx)xς=r of measures on the boundary BV of V is called a

family of harmonic measures on V if:

aY for any bounded Borel function / on BV the function on V

• J fdωx

is harmonic

b) if u is a harmonic function on £7, U^>V, then for any # e V

u(x) — \ udωx.

An open relatively compact set V of X for which there exists a family of

harmonic measures on V will be called pseudoregular.

We suppose the following axioms.

AXIOM 20. The set of pseudoregular sets is a basis of X.

AXIOM KI. For any open set U of X the least upper bound of any equally

bounded upper directed family of harmonic functions on U is harmonic on U.

LEMMA 2. Let V be an open relatively compact set of X and let {ωx)xςrV be a

family of harmonic measures on V. If (fc)tei is an equally bounded upper directed

family of Borel functions on BV then the function on V

sup \fίdωx*-* sup

is continuous.

The lemma follows immediately from axiom K\.

THEOREM 3. The set ΐ/ of harmonic functions u on X such that M <; 1 is

compact with respect to the uniform convergence on compact sets of X.

Let Uy Vbe pseudoregular sets, U c V, and K be a compact subset of U.

Let (ωx)χt=u (resp. (py)y^v) be a family of harmonic measures on U (resp. F).

For any y&BU, any x^ K and any ue tί we have

u(y) = \udpy, u('x) = ^( j udpy)dωx{y).

Let II be an ultrafilter on ϊ/. By lemma 2 and theorem 2 there exists a

bounded Borel function f on BV such that u converges along 11 uniformly on
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K to the function

This function being harmonic on U it follows that the function

x-*\imu(χ)
u,\l

belongs to %?. Further it follows from axiom 20 that II converges to it uni-

formly on any compact set of X.

COROLLARY 2. Any equally bounded set of harmonic functions on X is equi-

continuous.

This is a consequence of Ascoli's theorem.

COROLLARY 3. If any point of Xpossesses two open neighbourhoods U, V such

that the set of harmonic functions on U separates the points of UΓi V then X has

locally a countable basis.

Let %f be the set of harmonic functions u on U such that |&!<1. We

may suppose that ^ separates the points of UΓ\V. Let K be a compact subset

of C/ΠF. For any x,yeK we set

d(x}y) =sup|&(#) -u(y)\.

Since tέ separates the points of K d is a distance on K. Since Yί is equiconti-

nuous the topology of K is finer then the topology associated to d. It follows

that these topologies coincide and K possesses a countable basis.
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